I. INTRODUCTION
Acute ischemic stroke occurs when a blood vessel to the brain becomes obstructed. It is recognized as a complex heterogeneous process that remains only partially understood.
Researchers have attempted to shed light on its complex pathophysiology with various techniques such as molecular bi ology, genomics, and imaging. Currently, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) plays a major role in the diagnosis of acute ischemic stroke [21] as it can provide location of the clot, extent of lesions, and maps of tissue at risk that is still viable.
Yet, despite the wealth of information extracted from MRI, the information is mostly used qualitatively by visual review.
In this paper, we present a tool to automatically delineate likelihood maps of hyperperfusion which is associated to subsequent hemorrhagic transformation (HT); a major risk and a potentially life-threatening complication in patients who receive reperfusion therapy.
Although they have been proven efficient, current treatments of stroke using mechanical clot-retrieval are associated with complications [5] : hemorrhagic transformation (HT), arterial dissection, in situ thrombosis, emboli, vasospasm, perforation, and reperfusion injury. HT is the most common complication and can be life-threatening. It is associated with changes in bloodbrain barrier (BBB) permeability and loss of cerebral blood flow (CBF) autoregulation, both of which can be ob served through post-treatment hyperperfusion. Imaging studies based on PET and MRI suggest that hyperperfused tissue may experience metabolic failures and tend to develop infarc tion [28] . However, the automatic detection of hyperperfusion is beyond current methods as threshold based methods on CBF maps are greatly affected by noise.
Beyond hyperperfusion, other markers have provided in sights regarding potential risks for HT. For example, it has been shown that the DWUPWI volume is linked to an in creased risk of HT after endovascular therapy [6] . Other studies have found a variety of imaging features correlated with an increased risk of HT, such as: leukoaraiosis [14] , prior cerebral microbleeds visualized with T2*-weighted MRI sequences [8] , early parenchymal enhancement [9] , and early colony stimulating factor hyperintensity [10] . In addition, specific permeability parameters [1], [27] , [25] , [2] , [18] derived from perfusion-weighted images (PWI) have been was approved by the local Institutional Review Board (IRB) and was introduced in a previous study [28] . Inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) 2) Imaging Protocols: Details about imaging protocols can be found in the original paper [28] . In summary, all patients underwent MRI on Siemens 1.5 T Avanto or 3. 0 T TIM Trio systems (Erlangen, Germany), using 12 channel head coils. Motion correction was performed on ASL images of each PLD. Pairwise subtraction between label and control images was performed followed by averaging to generate the mean difference image. Quantitative CBF maps were calculated based on a previously published model [26] .
2) Atlasing and Manual Annotation: Cerebral blood flow maps, GRE, and FLAIR images were corregistered with DWI for each time point in each subject using SPM8. All coregistered imaging modalities were projected into the Montreal Neurological Institute template using SPM8 and were displayed on the same axial slices for ratings. given a sampled location {i, j, k}, we extract a patch PF in the ASL CBF image at F(i,j, k), a corresponding patch in the mirrored, contralateral hemisphere PF in the ASL CBF, and a corresponding label in the label map at L(i,j, k). 
C. Predictive Model
Deep learning is very promlsmg field that uses machine learning algorithms to model abstractions in large data sets.
It holds great promise for the automation of complex data processing [4] . Deep learning is especially applicable to pre dictive tasks that use 2-dimensional images [3] . Since our goal is to extract data from CBF images that we have generated, we believe deep learning can provide an automated solution to detecting hyperperfusion. Researchers agree that deep learning is a top contender for pattern recognition [23] .
To apply deep learning to stroke diagnosis, we use a set of CBF images and associated voxel label (hyperperfusion or no hyperperfusion) to train a network. After running a variable number of training "epochs", the network's parameters are trained so that the network can produce predictive values when it is given newly acquired data. Each epoch consists of a "feed forward" step that involves feeding inputs, followed by a Through the convolution operation, these layers allow the network to learn features. Ideally, after the network has learned a feature, the kernel weights will be set such that when a new, independent data set is received that has the same features as the training set, the network's parameters will produce the appropriate output. In our case, this was the connection between CBF values and hyperperfusion of a voxel.
The sampling layers perform a "max-pooling" operation after each convolutional layer; the purpose of this to reduce computational size and prevent overfitting. No learning takes place in the sampling layers, but they are important to make the CNN usable for time-sensitive applications. The final output layer actually consists of a 2D map of output probabilities.
We can convert these output probabilities into a binary mask that represents presence of hyperperfusion.
The main hyper-parameters we had to vary were the number of epochs (iterations of training without resetting the CNN), the size of the kernels, and the amount of output maps of each layer. These hyper-parameters must be adjusted for different data sets, and currently there aren't standardized or codified reconunendations for selecting these hyper-parameters in the Deep learning community. Hyper-parameter selection was performed using a manual approach: we compared accuracy, quality of predictive images, and computational time. Selecting parameters that create long computational times can make it difficult to reproduce results and lower the practical value of the CNN.
D. Experiments
All of our Deep learning experiments described used patches extracted from 2D CBF images. Our experiment was meant to examine how the predictions of our Deep learning network compared with the manual annotations. We wanted to quantify how accurate a Deep learning approach is, and how viable the predictive abilities are for future research and clinical applications.
For our experiment, we used a inputs with a patch size of 13xI3. Samples from 65 patients were used for training and testing. These were split into two groups, so that each group could be tested with a CNN trained by the other group (2-fold validation). Each of these test patients had an existing "ground truth" image that were produced by Neurology experts. We directly compared the predictive output to the ground truth images, in addition to using the area under ROC curve as a quantitative measure of success.
We also compared the predictive results we obtained from the CNN with predictive results obtained by simply threshold ing the CBF values. We created a binary image by thresholding at 75 percent of the maximum CBF, and used this binary image to try to predict hyperperfusion. There was no Deep learning involved in this secondary comparison prediction. The purpose of this was to verify that it was Deep learning that produced accurate predictive results, and not simply the trends in CBF.
III. RESULTS
Among a total of 361 ASL scans were collected from 221 AIS patients (age = 72 ± 17 years; 45% males) from May 2010 to September 2013, excluding 5 ASL scans rated as non diagnostic, Hyperperfusion was detected in 76 patients.
We produced predictive images from those scans that dis play tissue hyperperfusion predictions based on the proba bilities determined by the CNN (a subset of 18 of them is shown in Figure 3) . By comparing these images with manually annotated images, we obtained a comparison of accuracy using area under ROC curve. Through visual inspection, we can quantitatively analyze the accuracy of the images; this is relevant to the way imaging is used quantitatively in clinical practice. In addition, we can qualitatively assess the results; this approach is relevant to data-driven medical solutions. The AUROC for our CNN gave an accuracy of 97.45±2.49%. The AUROC for a simple model that converted CBF to a binary image by thresholding at 75 percent of the max CBF was 59.62 ± 10.70%.
IV. DISCUS SION
There are many advantages to Deep learning, and specifi cally convolutional neural networks. They are relatively fast to develop and use computationally efficient techniques. In particular, having kernel sizes that are smaller than the input layer gives CNNs a unique advantage compared to similar Deep learning approaches [3] that don't have smaller kernel sizes. The networks are modular, easy to implement in a vari ety of coding languages, and can be customized to do learning on a variety of input types (for example, different parameters obtained from stroke imaging). The main downside is the lack of standardized hyper-parameter selection [24] . This can make it difficult to apply neural networks to new problems without manual manipulation. In the future, a more systematic approach to hyper-parameter selection could improve results.
In addition, we could improve the amount of training data, as this is a consistent way to improve neural network performance [24] . Another promising improvement would be the use of 3D patches. There is already evidence of the effectiveness of 3D patches for CNNs that use spatial and temporal information [7] . In future experiments, it could be advantageous to use a larger training set; in this experiment, we were limited by the availability of quality data sets. Additionally, to properly test the validity of the CNN, we could not include any patient we were testing in the training set. One major improvement for future studies would be to have additional experts produce manual annotations that were used as ground truth. All ground truth was based on manual annotations from two experts; it is possible that the manual annotations could be closer to an actual ground truth if we averaged results from many experts.
V. CONCLUSION
Overall, while convolutional neural networks can be chal lenging to design optimally, they have powerful predictive abilities and can be implemented quickly using existing tool boxes and frameworks. We conclude that the use of a 6 layer convolutional neural network was computationally adequate to make detect brain tissue hyperperfusion based on cerebral blood flow. Our results imply that a computationally simple CNN has great potential as a very accurate method to improve stroke diagnosis. This has potential to aid decision making in a clinical setting and provide clinicians with a powerful tool. Fig. 3 . Illustration of the source ASL CBF images, the corresponding manual annotation used as groundtruth (red contour), and the likelihood map produced by the CNN.
